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How to fix dsi error

By OverclockedGuy, May 27, 2012 25,832 18 0 Applies to:  Nintendo DSi, Nintendo DSi XL The information in this article can help you when the Nintendo DSi displays the message, "An Error Occurred. Press and Hold POWER to Turn the System Off." There are no known issues that create this error with any Nintendo DS game card
games. Our experience shows that if you see this error, your game is likely a counterfeit product. Please click here for information on identifying and reporting counterfeit products. To test your Nintendo DS game card, try playing the game in a Nintendo DS Lite or a Nintendo DS (original style). If the game still does not work, it's more likely
the game card is defective and will need to be replaced. If the game works in either a Nintendo DS or Nintendo DS Lite, our experience shows that the game is likely a counterfeit product. If you see this error when there is no Nintendo DS game card inserted into your system If you have not already done so, power the system off and then
back on to see if this resolves the issue. Most Helpful Answer ... for the manual. Just in case you should want to follow what it says and look it up:) Did you do a recent update on it? Just asking because newer DSi firmware blocks out third-party devices like the Action Replay or flash carts. You have to check the Action Replay website to
see if there's any firmware update for the AR to bypass. BTW are you using something like Acekard? So let us know how it is going and if you need further help. Give us all your info so that we can find a solution to this....Good Luck only for acekard2i Updated Your DSi to 1.4, Acekard 2i doesn’t work, A Guide to Fix It Posted on : 28-09-
2009 | By : Blueearthdigital | In : Uncategorized 22 So yep, you’ve updated your DSi to 1.4 and your Acekard 2i doen’t work. We can fix it. But be warned in the Highly, Highly, Highly Unlikely event of buggering up your Acekard 2i or the DS I will not be held responsible and proceed at own risk. If you do stuff it up I have One fix(from self
experience). 1. Download this File, I did not create this file and I don’t know who did (Click Here) file from 2. Put these files on the Micro SD Card for your Acekard 2i. 3. If you have already updated your DSi to 1.4, your going to need an Original DS or a DS Lite and put the Acekard 2i in that, If you haven’t just put it in your DSi 4. If your
using a Original DS or DS Lite, Go to Acekard 2i and browse to where you put the Files, your going to need to open the one entitled “ak2ifw_update_14_DSL.nds”, If your using a DSi open the Acekard 2i and browse to where you put the files, open the titled “ak2ifw_update_14_DSi.nds” 5. It will tell you to re-instert The Acekard 2i, so do
that, It should tell you to press B then so do that, then it should ask you to press start so do it, now it will be changing how the DSi will recognize the Acekard 2i, Now DO NOT PRESS THE POWER BUTTON OR YOU WILL BRICK THE Acekard 2i. After it finishes it should tell you to power off the DS. Now Your Acekard 2i had been fixed!
YAY!! Holy Crap I’ve Bricked My Acekard 2i by pressing The Power Button while it tells you not to. What do I do? (Here’s the Solution) 1. Your going to need a DS Lite or Original DS with any Flash Cart. 2. Put the Update file called “ak2ifw_update_14_DSL.nds” on The Flash Cart of any Sort. 3. Open the Update file you put on your Flash
Cart. 4. When it Tell’s you to re-insert the Acekard 2i, take out the Flash Cart and insert the Bricked Acekard 2i(with update file) 5. Then Follow the Steps 6. Once it’s finished you’ve Un-Bricked The Acekard2i Definitively the main cause for this error is the wifi card: - Reason 1: Wifi card is loose > You will need to put it back in place -
Reason 2: Wifi card is damage > Only way to fix it is to replace with a new one. This issue is not related to R4 flash cards, firmware or updates. Regards, Juan Ryan Rep: 25 1 I have had this problem and have fixed it by replacing the wifi board, which is real easy, and there are instructions on this site. Nintendo Handheld Repair You
should carefully remove the back and check to see if the wifi board is still attached. They usually only come loose if they fall or are banged around. I am pretty sure the Wifi board in your system, has either disconnected from the motherboard or is damaged and will not turn on. This is very easy to check, just remove the back cover and the
Wifi board is visible right away. before replacing the card, try and push on the back of the DSi approx. where the wifi card is. If that doesn't work. open the DSi case then disconnect and re-seat the wifi card. That ended up working for me. I guess the connector was a little loose. The connector doesn't really have any kind of grab, it is just
seated so the regular jostling that a portable game system goes through will eventually unseat it. As a temporary fix....If you just want to be able to play your Ds games after receiving this error...Just power on the DS...then go to settings...then turn OFF the WiFi option. (The wifi light will go off) You won't be able to take full advantage of
some of the other modes that rely on wifi on the Dsi but...you will be able to play your games again without opening up the back hardware of the device. -2F™ if this error happens when you click on any icon even the settings then you ds has a faulty motherboard fullstop I try to play Pokémon platinum but every time I try to play it it says
“An error has occurred . Press and hold the power button to turn the system off. Please see the Nintendo DSI Operations Manual for help troubleshooting” Um, Manuel I do not have this problem but Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection was launched on November 14, 2005, and shut down, discontinued, defunct, and ceased the operations on May
20, 2014, but I cannot connect to the internet connection online to my Nintendo DSI, because I receive an error codes for the internet connection online, no data management, no connection test, no User Agreement, and more, but try again, but I just get back to step #3 for the directions then I returned to Nintendo DSI main menu, then I
shut my Nintendo DSI off, the Nintendo Wi-Fi connection and its router affiliates is no longer useable, sorry about that. what is error code 404 on my web channel? When you turn on the ds, a photo appears on top, if you click to activate the camera, it will appear, Dsi Camera, you press, and go to the photo gallery, after a few seconds, turn
off the ds and you will be able to open the programs . I think you messed up the soft did you try to hack it this is really common when hacking you console if you were read this [when you tryed to upload software is accidentally deleted the software you need to run it I do not know how to fix it ] and if you did not read this [I don’t know how
to fix] I tried this out it works and it doesn't change the data on the dsi Hello, This collection of Questions and Answers was created by our Tech Support Forum community. We found these to be the most commonly asked questions about Nintendo DSi, so we've compiled this list for you. Hope you find it helpful! If you have your own
questions, please click 'Start a Discussion' and our awesome and helpful community members will jump in to help answer your questions. Thanks! Question: My Nintendo DSi is seems to be frozen on the main menu screen, help?Answer: Does the DSi have any video game cartridge inserted into it and if it does, did removing it allow you
to get past the main menu? If the Nintendo DSi still remains frozen, try removing the battery, as that might reset it and correct what the problem is. If nothing seems to help, then give a call to Nintendo's 1-800-255-3700 (6 am ~ 7 pm Pacific, everyday) Customer Service number, or use their web forum to contact them, as unfortunately the
DSi may need to be sent in for a repair. Question: Is there any way to play guitar DS games on the Nintendo DSi? I just purchased the game and it only came with an adapter for the original Nintendo DS and Nintendo DS Lite.Answer: No, there is no way; the games are only compatible with the Nintendo DS/DS Lite because of the
Gameboy slot being required. Question: My Nintendo DSi has a scratch on the outside casing, any ideas on how to get rid of it?Answer: It may be impossible to remove the scratch from your Nintendo DSi system. I think that the only way to get rid of it is: To get any cases (as long as they are officially licensed by Nintendo , to call Nintendo
at 1-800-255-3700 (everyday from hours of 6am -7pm, Pacific Time) or use their webform and ask them if they can fix it for you. Question: Is it possible to play games from another country on a Nintendo DSi?Answer: If it is a DS game then yes, but DSi specific software can only be played on the country that it was made in. Question: Is it
possible to view pictures that I took from my Nintendo DSi and display them on my PC?Answer: Yes, if you use an SD Card and you have an SD Card Reader on your computer.  Just take the pictures to the SD card, insert the SD card to your SD Card Reader, and you can view the pictures with your picture viewing software.  You can
also upload photos to Facebook with the latest Firmware Update. Question: Can I copy photos from my computer to an SD card and view them/copy them to my Nintendo DSi? Answer: You can't view pictures from other sources on the Nintendo DSi.  You can only view pictures taken with the Nintendo DSi camera. Question: My Nintendo
DSi starts up and it says 0000fe00, what does it mean and how can I fix it?Answer: Some users have been able to solve this problem by resetting the system. To do so, hold down every button while the system is on except the D-Pad and power buttons. Otherwise if the problem continues you'll likely need to send in your system for repair.
To setup a repair, call Nintendo's Consumer Service Department at 1-800-255-3700 from the hours of 6am - 7pm, Pacific Time, 7 days a week. Question: My Nintendo DSi camera is working properly but when I power the system on, no pictures are showing on the top screen. How do I fix this?Answer: Power on the system and select the
"Camera" icon from the Nintendo DSi menu. Select "Album" to open the photo album (on the System section where you saved your photos into your DSi). Select any picture you like to be put on the top screen on the DSi menu. Above the picture are four icons: the star, the clover, the heart and finally the Facebook icon. Select the star so
that picture can be placed on the top screen of your Nintendo DSi menu. Your picture should now be displaying on top of your Nintendo DSi screen Question: I reformatted my Nintendo DSi system and now all my preloaded DSiWare games are missing, how do I get them back?Answer: All saved information will be lost when formatting
the Nintendo DSi. However, the Nintendo DSi Shop account is separate.  You should be able to go into the Nintendo DSi Shop and download the software previously installed, free of charge. Question: Is it possible to copy over some of my downloaded Nintendo DSiWare games onto an SD card and play them on another Nintendo DSi
system?Answer: No, while you're able to copy games to an SD card, the games can only be played from the original Nintendo DSi they were downloaded from. Question: My Nintendo DSi's stylus doesn't stay in the slot anymore, I examined it and the bump that holds it in is worn off. What should I do?Answer: The only official way you
could remedy the stylus coming out would be to purchase another stylus. Question: When going into the Nintendo DSi photo album, my system tends to freeze up and I can’t make any selections, how do I fix this?Answer: If your Nintendo DSi is in a tight carrying case, make sure that the L and R buttons are not being pressed while you
attempt to go into the photo album, as this may be the cause of the problem. Question: Is the Nintendo DS Lite microphone/headset compatible with the Nintendo DSi?Answer: Yes, the microphone/headset plugs into the same connector on the Nintendo DSi as it did on the Nintendo DS Lite. Question: While using the stylus on the touch
screen of my Nintendo DSi system, every time I tap on something it seems to be a little off to where I’m actually taping, how do I fix this?Answer: Under system settings, try recalibrating the touch screen for better accuracy. Question: Is it possible to play DSiWare games directly from an SD card?Answer: No, while you’re able to copy
DSiware games to an SD card for storage, in order to play the games they must be copied back to the Nintendo DSi system memory. Question: I purchased two Nintendo DSi systems and one of them appears to be missing a few options; web browser and Flipnote studio. How do I get these applications?Answer: Some of the new
Nintendo DSi systems have these applications pre-loaded on the system. For systems that don’t; you simply need to connect online to the DSi Shop application, click on DSi Ware>Free>Flipnote/Web Browser. You can download the applications free of charge! Question: Some of the Nintendo DSiWare games say "multiplayer," do both
Nintendo DSi's need to have the game downloaded to play together?Answer: It depends on the game. Some will allow you to play off of one copy of the game, while others will require that each player have a copy. The games description will normally specify which multiplayer options are available. Question: What is the highest amount of
memory for SD cards the Nintendo DSi will read?Answer: The SD card size limit is a 32GB SDHC card although the maximum amount of photos and songs are 3,000 each. Keep in mind; these limits are still in place even if you are way below the actual storage limit of your SD card. Question: Is it ok to play my Nintendo DSi while it is
plugged into the AC Adapter and charging? Will this have any effect on the battery?Answer: Yes it is perfectly fine to play the Nintendo DSi while it is charging. This will have no ill effect on the battery, although it may just take longer to achieve a full battery charge while you play. Question: Is it possible to play multiplayer games between a
Nintendo DSi and a DS Lite? If so how?Answer: Yes the Nintendo DSi is fully compatible with wireless multiplayer play with the DS Lite and original DS systems. Depending on the game, some games require each user to have a copy of the game while other games only require one copy. Check the games description for more details.
Question: How do you save photos taken with the Nintendo DSi camera directly to the systems memory?Answer: After you take a photo, it will automatically be stored to the memory unless you tap the SD card option. Question: Are the Nintendo DS Lite styli compatible with the Nintendo DSi system?Answer: Yes, while the Nintendo DSi
styli are a little longer, the DS Lite styli do fit comfortably into the Nintendo DSi’s stylus holder. Question: When clicking on the Nintendo DSi browser a system memory is damaged message comes up and I am unable to continue, how do I fix this issue?Answer: While you may be able to simply delete the internet channel and re-download
the browser through the Nintendo DSi shop channel, if this does not resolve the issue, formatting the systems memory should fix the problem. Question: When clicking on the Nintendo DSi shop on the menu it says, Nintendo DSi shop is currently not available in the country you have selected. I'm in the US, what should I do?Answer:
Double check in the system settings and make sure that the U.S. is actually selected and not some other country by mistake. Question: How do you delete previously downloaded applications or DSiWare games?Answer: Go into the data management in the system settings and select the game/application. Then press delete. Question: Is
it possible to listen to music stored on an SD Card while playing games on the Nintendo DSi?Answer: No, this feature is not supported; you can only do 1 thing at a time. Question: I’ve noticed that flash and java don't work with the Nintendo DSi, any way to fix that?Answer: No. The Nintendo DSi is incapable of running flash. It is unknown
if there will be support in the future. Question: What is the best way to clean the screens on the Nintendo DSi system?Answer: If the screens on your Nintendo DSi have visible smudges, fingerprints, or other foreign material on them, you can clean them by using a soft clean cloth such as a lens or eyeglass cleaning cloth. Slightly dampen
the cloth with water ONLY and wipe off the screens to loosen any dirt or foreign material. Use a dry cloth, wipe the screens to dry them and finish the cleaning process. If needed, repeat the process.
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